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Background: Tumor stages detection and histologic grades classification are essential for the
diagnosis and prognosis of oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC). In this research, we apply
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) of blood serum to detect the tumor stages and
histologic classification of OSCC.
Methods: According to TNM classification and World Health Organization histologic grading system, the blood serum samples were collected from a total of 135 OSCC patients in the
different tumor stages and histologic grades. Then the SERS spectra of serum samples from
OSCC patients were diagnosed and classified into different groups using principal component
analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) based on the tumor sizes, lymph node
metastasis and histologic grades.
Results: The SERS spectra of blood serum samples have shown the distinct changes and
differences compared with each other, which were assigned to the biomolecule alterations
(nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, and so on) in blood serums. And all accuracies of detection and
classification reached above 85%.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated that the SERS based on blood serum test had an enormous potential to carry out the preoperative assessment and prediction of the OSCC patients
in different tumor stages and histologic classification.
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Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is one of the most prevalent head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma worldwide with an increasing annual incidence, especially in
Western and Asian countries.1,2 In China, it was reported that its annual incidence is 3.29
per 100,000 and the mortality is 1.49 per 100,000.3 Moreover, the 5-year survival rate
of OSCC remains ~50%, without a remarkable improvement in the recent years.2 The
survival of OSCC patients is related to the several clinical and pathologic parameters such
as tumor size, lymph nodal stage, pathologic status, and successful initial treatment.4 The
preoperative evaluation of the tumor size, lymph nodal stage, and pathologic status correlates to the successful selection of initial treatment methods, and thus it is very important
for increasing the survival rate. Although the tumor size and lymph nodal stage can be
evaluated preoperatively by the conventional computed tomography, magnetic resonance,
and even positron emission tomography, these imaging technologies could not provide
the exact size evaluation because of the oral anatomic structure or an expensive cost to the
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patients. Meanwhile, the pathologic diagnosis is still considered
the golden standard of OSCC, but it depends on the oral biopsy,
which is time consuming, labor intensive, and invasive.2,5 Thus,
a quick, convenient, and accurate method is pressingly needed
for the preoperative evaluation of the tumor size, lymph nodal
stage, and pathologic status of the OSCC patient to make the
appropriate treatment to increase the survival rate.
The surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has
been successfully used to detect oncologic diseases in different sites based on the fingerprint information of biomolecule. SERS can enhance the Raman signals of absorbed
molecules on Au or Ag nanoparticles as much as 105–1014
times.2,6–8 The SERS has other advantages such as more
precise spectral widths, multiple labels detection under the
single-wavelength laser, and no photobleaching issues for
SERS labels.7 With these advantages, the SERS can even
detect the trace of tumor metabolism and the changes of biochemical components in biofluids.2,6,9 Therefore, the spectral
detection of the biofluids using the SERS is considered a
noninvasive and convenient method for OSCC diagnosis.2
In our previous study, the SERS can be applied to detect and
analyze the different biochemical metabolism in the serum
samples to successfully discriminate the OSCC patients from
the salivary mucoepidermoid carcinoma patients and normal
volunteers.2 The SERS technique not only can diagnose the
various tumors by the blood samples but also can detect
the different stages of the same tumor. It was reported that
a label-free blood plasma test based on SERS for tumor
size stages detection in nasopharyngeal cancer has been
developed successfully, which can distinguish the T1 stage
nasopharyngeal cancer from the T2–T4 stages.7 These findings prove that the SERS technique has the great potential
to identify and diagnose the different tumor sizes.
We propose to use blood serum detection by SERS to
assess the different tumor size, lymph nodal stages, and pathologic status of OSCC because of its potential and feasibility.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first report on the serum
detection using SERS in order to diagnose preoperatively the
different tumor size, lymph nodal stages, and pathologic status of OSCC, which is helpful for the evaluation of patients’
conditions and decisions of optimal treatments.

Patients and methods
Subject and protocol
A total of 135 patients with primary OSCC who were not
treated and did not have any other systemic diseases or drug
abuse prior to this study were selected in this study. All
patients received surgical treatments, and their diagnoses
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were carried out by two senior pathologists according to the
International Union Against Cancer TNM classification and
the World Health Organization (WHO) histologic grading
system.10 The subjects were grouped by the evaluation of
the tumor size, positive lymph nodes, metastases, and histologic grades. All patients who participated in this study
were informed in detail and their written informed consents
were obtained at the beginning of this study. No authors
had access to information that could identify individual
participants in this study. This study was approved by the
Ethics Committees of the First Affiliated Hospital of Xiamen University (reference no. KY2013-01) and followed the
guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. Detailed information on the subjects is shown in Table 1.

Preparation of gold nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles were prepared as per the method reported
in our previous study.2,6 A total of 100 mL of 0.1 g/L HAuCl4
was heated to the rolling boil and then 0.7 mL of 10 g/L trisodium citric acid was quickly added. The mixed solution was
heated to keep boiling and stirred continuously for 30 minutes.
In this process, the change of color of the mixed solution from
pale yellow to burgundy indicated the successful production
of the gold nanoparticles. To keep the consistency of the shape
and volume of the gold nanoparticles, the experimental conditions of every batch were controlled very carefully. Additionally, the shape and volume of the prepared gold nanoparticles
were detected by the scanning electron microscopy and the
ultraviolet (UV)–visible spectroscopy analysis.

Preparation of blood sample
After 10 hours of overnight fasting, 5 mL of peripheral blood
was obtained from each subject. Then the peripheral blood
was deposited without any anticoagulant at 4°C for 4 hours.
Table 1 Detailed information of the subjects in this study
Case information

Patients (%)

Age
Range from 39–70 years
Mean age 62.3 years
Gender
Male
Female
Tumor site
Bucca
Tongue
Floor of mouth
Human papillomavirus infection
Yes
No
Total

75 (56)
60 (44)
40 (30)
50 (37)
45 (33)
0 (0)
135 (100)
135 (100)
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To remove the blood cells, fibrinogen, and platelet, the blood
was centrifuged at 3,400 rpm. Then 1 mL supernatant of the
centrifuged blood was collected as the blood serum sample
and stored at -20°C for SERS detection.

SERS detection
Before the SERS detection, 4 mL of gold nanoparticles was
centrifuged at 6,000 rpm for 10 minutes. Then the supernatant
was discarded and a 0.4 mL blood serum sample was added to
the gold nanoparticles. To obtain the homogeneous distribution of the nanoparticles in the serum sample, the mixture of
serum and gold particles was vibrated by ultrasonic oscillator
for 5 minutes. After 2 hours of incubation at 4°C, a drop of
the mixture of serum and nanoparticles was transferred onto
a coverslip for the SERS detection. The surface-enhanced
Raman spectra of the serum were detected by using the
confocal Raman micro-spectrometer system (Renishaw Ltd.,
Gloucestershire, UK) with the 633 nm excitation laser. The
400 mW excitation laser was focused on the serum sample
through a 50× objective lens. The recorded Raman shift
region was selected between 200 and 1,800 cm-1 and the
spectral resolution was set as 2 cm-1. Every spectrum of
serum sample was integrated for 10 seconds and averaged
over two accumulations.

Groups of Raman spectra
The different Raman spectra were classified into different
groups according to the TNM classification system and histologic grading. According to the tumor size, the Raman spectra
were classified into four groups as T1, T2, T3, and T4. According to the lymph nodal involvement, the Raman spectra were
classified into N0, N1, and N2. As the patients with the N3
grading achieved not only the surgical operation but also the
chemotherapy, these patients were excluded from this study,
and all subjects in this study had M0 grading. According to the
WHO histologic grading, the Raman spectra were classified
into three groups grade I, grade II, and grade III.

Data analysis
Before the multivariate analysis of the Raman data, the
raw Raman spectra were preprocessed to remove the noisy
interferences, oversaturated spectra, and autofluorescence
backgrounds, and they were smoothed by using WiRE 2.0 software (Renishaw Ltd.) and LABSPEC 2.0 software (HORIBA
Scientific, Paris, France). The baseline correction and normalization were carried out before the comparison and multivariate
analysis of different Raman spectra. The mean spectra of different groups of Raman spectra and subtracted Raman spectra
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of different groups were obtained through the OriginPro 8.0
software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA).
In the multivariate analysis process, principal component
analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
were employed to reduce the dimensions of the numerous
Raman data, generate principal components, and classify
the different Raman spectra of serum. In this study, the
generated principal components that account for above 90%
of the whole variance in original spectra were selected as
statistical variables in LDA. To estimate and evaluate the
prediction performance of the diagnostic model established
by PCA-LDA, the leave-one-out cross-validation was
employed. In this study, the Raman spectra were classified
and diagnosed by PCA-LDA according to the different TNM
grading and histologic grading.

Result
In the SEM image shown in Figure 1A, the gold nanoparticles
produced by the above method were almost spherical and
the mean diameter was ~55 nm. As shown in Figure 1B, the
UV–visible absorption band of the pure gold nanoparticles
appeared at around 530 nm. The intensity of this absorption
band was reduced when the serum was mixed with the gold
nanoparticles. This decrease was believed to originate from
the localized surface plasmon resonance of the combination
of the gold nanoparticles and biochemical substances in the
serum samples.2,6 Figure 1C–E showed the SERS spectrum
of serum, regular Raman spectrum of serum, and the Raman
spectrum of pure gold nanoparticles. The pure gold nanoparticles showed a very weak background, but intensities
of the SERS spectrum were enhanced and increased enormously when the gold nanoparticles were added in the serum
sample. A total of 135 SERS spectra were obtained from the
clinically confirmed OSCC subjects. And these spectra were
grouped, respectively, according to the TNM classification
and histologic grades for the next analysis.

Raman spectra of different tumor size
According to the TNM classification, a total of 135 SERS
spectra were classified into the T1, T2, T3, and T4 groups.
There were 10 spectra in the T1 group, 46 spectra in the
T2 group, 25 spectra in the T3 group, and 54 spectra in the
T4 group. Compared with the different mean spectra, the
main Raman peaks appeared at 294, 724, 748, 1,136, 1,263,
1,374, 1,448, 1,491, and 1,583 cm-1 from the 200 cm-1 to
1,800 cm-1 Raman shift region (Figure 2A). These peaks
were assigned to biomolecular structures and biochemical
components according to the reported literatures and previous
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Figure 1 (A) The scanning electron microscopy images of the gold nanoparticles. (B) The UV–visible absorption of the gold nanoparticles and the gold nanoparticles with
serum. (C) SERS spectrum of serum, regular Raman spectrum of serum, and Raman spectrum of the gold nanoparticles. (D) Enlarged figure of regular Raman spectrum of
serum. (E) Enlarged figure of Raman spectrum of the gold nanoparticles.
Abbreviations: Abs, absorbance; au, arbitrary unit; SERS, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy; SE (U), secondary electron (U); UV, ultraviolet.

studies (Table 2).2,6,11 As the result of the PCA-LDA process,
eight of ten spectra in the T1 group, 33 of 46 spectra in the T2
group, 20 of 25 spectra in the T3 group, and 42 of 54 spectra
in the T4 group were classified into the accurate groups,
respectively. The accuracy of the T1 and T3 group classification that reached 80.0% was the highest, and the total
accuracy of the diagnostic model established by PCA-LDA
was 76.3%. The total accuracy of the leave-one-out crossvalidation was 68.9%, which demonstrated the stable prediction
performance of the diagnostic model (Table 3). The twodimensional scatter plot diagram of discrimination scores demonstrated a clear classification of the four groups (Figure 2B).
Due to the different clinical managements, a total of 56
spectra of the early T stage (T1 and T2) were selected as
the T1–2 group, and the 79 spectra of the advanced T stage
(T3 and T4) were selected as the T3–4 group. Compared with
the mean SERS spectrum of the T1–2 group, the spectrum
of T3–4 group showed an increase in the peaks at 724, 746,
1,263, 1,328, and 1,448 cm-1, but a decrease in the peaks
4980
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at 294, 1,127, 1,374, and 1,608 cm-1 (Figure 2C). These
differences of the peaks in the subtracted spectrum were
assigned to the changes of the biochemical components such
as DNA, proteins, and lipids (Table 2). The spectral data of
the two groups were also processed by PCA-LDA. As a result,
the 49 of 56 spectra in the T1–2 group and the 73 of 79 spectra
in the T3–4 group were classified into the accurate groups successfully (Table 4). The total accuracy of the diagnostic model
established by PCA-LDA was 90.4%. The total accuracy of
the leave-one-out cross-validation was 85.9%, which demonstrated the excellent prediction performance of the diagnostic
model. The histogram of discrimination scores of the two
groups demonstrated a clear classification (Figure 2D).

Raman spectra of different lymph nodal
involvement
In this study, the patients in the N3 stage were excluded
because they received the chemotherapy before the surgical treatment. According to the TNM classification, a total
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13
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Figure 2 (A) The normalized average SERS spectra of the T1, T2, T3, and T4 groups. (B) The two-dimensional scatter plot diagram of the T1, T2, T3, and T4 groups.
(C) The normalized average SERS spectra of T1–2 and T3–4, and the subtracted spectrum of T1–2 and T3–4. (D) The histogram of discrimination scores of T1–2 and T3–4.
Abbreviation: SERS, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.

of 135 SERS spectra were classified into the N0, N1, and
N2 groups. There were 53 spectra in the N0 group, 32 spectra
in the N1 group, and 50 spectra in the N2 group. Compared
with the different mean spectra, the intensities of peaks
at 272, 748, 1,094, 1,328, 1,445, 1,586, and 1,691 cm-1
in the Raman spectra increased from the N0 group to the
N2 group (Figure 3A). According to the reported literatures
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13

and previous studies (Table 2), these peaks were assigned
to the structures and components of nucleic acids and proteins. However, there were also decreased peaks at 296 and
1,549 cm-1 in the spectra from N0 to N2, which were assigned
to the Au-S band and amide II components.
The classification and diagnosis of the different N stage
groups were also carried out by the PCA-LDA method.
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 2 The assignments of the different peaks in the Raman
spectra
Raman
shift (cm-1)

Peak assignment

Class

294–296
543–548

Au-S band
S-S disulfide stretching in proteins

PCA-LDA count (%)

723–727
744–747
933

Hypoxanthine
Thymine in DNA
C-C stretching mode, C-C α-helix in proteins

Abbreviations: LDA, linear discriminant analysis; PCA, principal component
analysis.

1,084

C-C band in lipids

1,094

C-C stretch in lipids

1,261–1,264
1,326–1,329
1,368–1,373
1,441–1,445
1,541–1,542

CH bending in lipids
CH vibration in DNA/RNA, CH2 twisting in lipids
Guanine in DNA, tryptophan in proteins
CH2, CH3 bending in proteins and lipids
C-N stretching, Amide II

1,586

C-C stretch in phenylalanine or acetoacetic acid

1,602–1,607
1,698–1,699

C=C band in phenylalanine or tyrosine
Amide I

with the different mean spectra, the main Raman peaks
appeared at 292, 547, 933, 1,264, and 1,368 cm-1 from the
200–1,800 cm-1 Raman shift region (Figure 4A). In the subtracted spectra between SCC-II and SCC-I, the intensities of
the peaks at 292, 547, 933, 1264, and 1368 cm-1 decreased,
but the intensities of these peaks increased in the subtracted
spectra between SCC-III and SCC-II. These peaks were also
assigned to the structures and components of nucleic acids
and proteins according to the reported literatures and previous studies (Table 2).
To classify and discriminate the 135 spectra of different
histologic grade groups, the PCA-LDA algorithm was also
employed. As the result of the PCA-LDA process, 36 of 39
spectra in the SCC-I group, 44 of 49 spectra in the SCC-II
group, and 42 of 47 spectra in the SCC-III group were
classified into the corresponding groups. The accuracy of
SCC-I group classification that reached above 92.0% was
the highest, and the total accuracy of the diagnostic model
established by PCA-LDA was 90.4%. The total accuracy of
the leave-one-out cross-validation was 83.0%, which demonstrated the stable prediction performance of the diagnostic
model (Table 6). The two-dimensional scatter plot diagram
of discrimination scores demonstrated a clear classification
of the three groups (Figure 4B).

The results showed that 40 of 50 spectra in the N0 group,
30 of 32 spectra in the N1 group, and 46 of 50 spectra in the
N2 group were classified into the accurate groups, respectively. The accuracy of N1 group classification that reached
93.8% was the highest, and the total accuracy of the diagnostic model established by PCA-LDA was 85.9%. The total
accuracy of the leave-one-out cross-validation was 79.3%,
which demonstrated the stable prediction performance of
the diagnostic model (Table 5). The two-dimensional scatter
plot diagram of discrimination scores demonstrated a clear
classification of the three different groups (Figure 3B).

Raman spectra of different histologic
grades
According to the WHO histologic grading system, the
histologic grades of OSCC were classified into SCC I, II,
and III grades, in which the SCC III grade was the poorest
differentiation and prognosis. In this study, there were 39
spectra in the SCC-I group, 49 spectra in the SCC-II group,
and 47 spectra in the SCC-III group, respectively. Compared
Table 3 The results of the classification of different T stage
groups
Method

Class Predicted group

PCA-LDA T1
count (%) T2
T3
T4

Total

T1

T2

T3

T4

8 (80.0)
1 (2.2)
1 (4.0)
1 (1.9)

2 (20.0)
33 (71.7)
2 (8.0)
4 (7.4)

0 (0)
6 (13.0)
20 (80.0)
7 (13.0)

0 (0)
6 (13.0)
2 (8.0)
42 (77.8)

10 (100)
46 (100)
25 (100)
54 (100)

Abbreviations: LDA, linear discriminant analysis; PCA, principal component
analysis.
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T1–2
T3–4

Predicted group
T1–2

T3–4

49 (87.5)
6 (7.6)

7 (12.5)
73 (92.4)

Total
56 (100)
79 (100)

Discussion
SERS was employed to detect and diagnose the different
diseases by the blood or other body fluid samples.2,6,8,12 Compared with the healthy samples, the intensities of different
peaks in the SERS spectra of diseased samples were altered,
which were assigned to different vibration modes of various
biomolecules.13 According to the differences between the
diseased and the healthy SERS spectra, numerous algorithms
were applied to diagnose the various diseases successfully.
The OSCC patients were also successfully discriminated
from the healthy volunteers by the SERS spectra of the blood
serum samples,2 but to our knowledge, it was not reported
that SERS was utilized to detect and classify the different
stages of OSCC patients. The correct diagnosis of the different stages of OSCC patients played a significant role in
the management and prognosis.14,15 Although there were
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13
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Figure 3 (A) The normalized average SERS spectra of N0, N1, and N2 groups and the subtracted spectra of different N groups. (B) The two-dimensional scatter plot
diagram of the N0, N1, and N2 groups.
Abbreviations: au, arbitrary unit; SERS, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.

numerous algorithms to analyze and classify the spectral
data,6,16–18 the PCA-LDA was mostly employed in the classification of Raman spectra and had a perfect performance.2,7,19
In this study, it was the first time to classify and diagnose the
Table 5 The results of the classification of different N stage
groups
Method

Class

PCA-LDA
count (%)

N0
N1
N2

Predicted group

Total

N0

N1

N2

40 (75.5)
2 (6.3)
3 (6.0)

2 (3.8)
30 (93.8)
1 (2.0)

11 (20.8)
0 (0)
46 (92.0)

53 (100)
32 (100)
50 (100)

Abbreviations: LDA, linear discriminant analysis; PCA, principal component
analysis.

International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13

different TNM stages and histologic grades of OSCC by using
SERS and PCA-LDA based on the serum samples.
In the comparison of the spectra of different T stages,
the intensities of peaks at 724 and 748 cm-1 increased in the
SERS spectra of the advanced T stage (T3 and T4 groups)
compared to the early T stage (T1 and T2 groups). This result
indicated that there was an increase in the relative amount
of nucleic acid bases in the advanced T stage of OSCC,
which resulted from the abnormal metabolism of DNA or
RNA bases such as cell apoptosis and necrosis in the blood
of OSCC.6,7 Our data are consistent with Lin’s study on
increased Raman signals assigned to nucleic acids in the
SERS spectra of the blood plasma samples from the advanced
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Figure 4 (A) The normalized average SERS spectra of the SCC-I, SCC-II, and the SCC-III groups and the subtracted spectra of different SCC groups. (B) The twodimensional scatter plot diagram of the SCC-I, SCC-II, and the SCC-III groups.
Abbreviations: SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; SERS, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.

T stage group of nasopharyngeal cancer.7 The intensities of
peaks at 1,328 and 1,448 cm-1 in the SERS spectra of the
advanced T stage group were unique with a similar increase
in the blood plasma spectra of OSCC reported in Rekha’s
4984
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study.11 All of the above indicated that the amount of nucleic
acids and proteins in the serums of OSCC patients increased
as the tumor size enlarged. This change of nucleic acids
can be explained by the increased cell-free nucleic acids,
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13
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Table 6 The results of the classification of different histologic
grade groups
Method

Class

PCA-LDA
count (%)

SCC-I
SCC-II
SCC-III

Predicted group

Total

SCC-I

SCC-II

SCC-III

36 (92.3)
2 (4.1)
1 (2.1)

1 (2.6)
44 (89.8)
4 (8.5)

2 (5.1)
3 (6.1)
42 (89.4)

39 (100)
49 (100)
47 (100)

Abbreviations: LDA, linear discriminant analysis; PCA, principal component
analysis; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma.

which originated from the apoptosis, necrosis, and release
of intact cells in the bloodstream and their subsequent lysis.6
The increase of proteins in serums could be related to the
redistribution or translocation of blood free amino acids in
cancer patients reported in the previous literature.6 As the
result of the PCA-LDA classification, the total accuracy
of ~80% shows that the SERS had a giant potential to detect
and diagnose the different T stages of OSCC. The accuracy
was higher in the classification of T1–2 and T3–4 stages.
The regional lymph node metastasis would occur in the
early stages of OSCC, which also played an important role
in the management and prognosis.20 However, there is not a
preoperative technology as the golden standard to detect the
regional lymph node metastasis in OSCC patients. Raman
spectroscopy was used successfully for the intraoperative
assessment of axillary lymph nodes, but there was no study
to report the application of SERS to detect and assess the
lymph node metastasis by the serum samples.21 In this study,
the differences in intensities of peaks shown in the SERS
spectra indicated the alterations of the biomolecular structures and compositions such as nucleic acids and proteins
in the serums of different N stages.22–24 It was similar to the
spectra of different T stage groups that the intensities of
peaks at 724 and 748 cm-1 appeared to increase in the SERS
spectra as the N stage increased. This result suggested that
the amount of nucleic acids basis increased in the serums of
regional lymph node metastasis compared to the serums of a
negative regional lymph node. The classification of various
N stage groups was based on these above-mentioned differences of peaks in the SERS spectra. The PCA-LDA also
had a perfect performance in the classification of different
N stages with the total accuracy of 85.9%, which indicated
that SERS could be also used to assess the regional lymph
node metastasis.
The histologic grading system of OSCC was based on the
architectural and cytologic alterations, which was dependent
on the pathologists’ observation and experiences.25,26 The
histologic grade was also an important predictor of patients’
prognosis.27 In this study, the PCA-LDA was applied to
International Journal of Nanomedicine 2018:13

classify and diagnose the different histologic grades spectra
and achieved a total accuracy of ~90%. However, there were
some inexplicable changes of peaks in the SERS spectra of
different histologic grades of OSCC. The intensities of peaks
at 292, 547, 933, 1,264, and 1,368 cm-1 increased in the spectra
of SCC II grade compared to SCC I grade, but all these intensities decreased in the spectra of SCC III compared to SCC
II grade. The intensities of peaks did not always increase as
the histologic grade increased. This result indicated that the
histologic observation and pathologic manifestation could
not represent all the biochemical changes and molecular
alterations. Li et al also found that Raman spectroscopy could
detect the biochemical variations in oral normal, OSCC, and
dysplastic tissues, which were not explained by the current
WHO histologic classification system.17 Although this result
would need a further study, it could suggest that the histologic grading system could need further improvements to
focus on not only the pathologic manifestation but also the
biochemical changes.17,28
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